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Abstract 

America’s Army game and Unit of Action experiments are simulations of military units. 
America’s Army is a simulation of a squad level military organization, and the Unit of Action 
experiments simulate the brigade/battalion level command and control structure. Studies of both 
these domains reveal that configuring and organizing a unit is important in enhancing its 
performance. Thus, we may argue that there is a fundamental similarity between the game and 
the experiment. In this paper, we compare the two simulation analyses in terms of their initial 
features, results, and recommendations. The comparison of the initial features suggests that both 
domains use similar explanatory variables, and the comparison of the results shows that the 
findings of these domains also correspond in many ways. Finally, we investigate different ways 
of capturing implications in both domains, and based on that, discuss future research issues for 
the Unit of Action experiments such as developing an ideal communication network or policy by 
adopting a research method used in the America’s Army analysis. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Currently, simulation techniques are extensively used in military communities [1]. Simulation 
has several advantages that cannot be gained from real world experiments. Simulation is cheaper 
than real world experiments: it is evident that simulation does not require real damage or 
movement of units or assets. Also, simulation provides a better chance to record information that 
can be useful for further analyses. Field exercises would be hard to record in a well-organized 
data format automatically. Though simulation has its own benefits, it should be verified or 
compared to other experiments or models to make it more concrete [2]. Verification and 
comparison will capture how well a simulation describes a situation, and also the similarity 
between two simulations. 
 
Developed by the U.S. Army, America’s Army is a game simulating how soldiers fight in 
battlefields as a squad. In the previous tech reports [3][4], we performed data-mining on the 
America’s Army game log records, and the results from the data-mining gave us some insights 
that are applicable to the real world. Unit of Action experiment (UA) is a live simulation of a 
brigade/battalion level command and control (C2) post. The UA experiments were extensively 
analyzed, and the analyses presented significant insights into enhancing the efficiency of the UA. 
In the America’s Army analysis, we find that explanatory variables and results are similar in both 
America’s Army and the UA experiments. Therefore, in this paper, we will compare America’s 
Army and UA experiments to verify whether the research methodology or suggested guidelines 
of the former can be applied to the latter. 
 
From the previous America’s Army analysis, we can see distinct team organization structures 
among the top 1000 teams. Furthermore, we can predict the amount of inflicted/received damage 
based on the network level measures of the team communication/movement network. This 
demonstrates that the team performance is partly influenced by the team structure, so we 
proposed an optimal team structure that may be successful in the America’s Army game. From 
the UA experiment analyses, key players, key tasks and key knowledge are identified, and they 
play important roles in the performance of a UA team. Additionally, we can see that social 
network distance and physical distance affects the shared situation awareness of a UA command 
and control post. According to these findings, we can see that organizational design and social 
network analysis are commonly important in understanding the two research venues. Thus, we 
will compare the two research domains to discover new data collection strategies, research 
methods and implications that are applicable to each other. 
 

2 Data Collection 
 
2.1 Why we compare America’s Army and UA experiments? 
 
In this report, we compare America’s Army analysis and UA experiment analyses. The two 
domains are different from each other in some aspects such as the layer of simulating military 
units, the size of the simulation participants and the ways the two simulations proceed. It would 
be insightful to know how researchers analyze the two different simulations. If we see the 
common analysis method in the two analyses, the analysis method may be applicable to many 
other simulations. Also, it has been known that the two analyses concentrate on the social 
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networks and their influence to teams’ performance. Therefore, we try to answer how social 
networks of both domains are analyzed and what types of recommendations are made from them. 
If there is a type of recommendation that is suggested in one domain, it would be possible to 
make a similar type of recommendation for the other domain by using an equivalent analysis 
method. 
 
2.2 America’s Army Game Research 

2.2.1 What is America’s Army Game? 
 
The online multi-player computer game America’s Army, has more than three million registered 
players. Developed by the U.S. Army, the game was designed as a recruiting and training tool to 
paint a realistic portrait of combat in the U.S. Army. The game falls into a first person shooting 
(FPS) game genre, and all the game features are based on the real world. The game is the duel of 
two teams, usually an assault team and a defense team, and a team consists of one to fourteen 
players. The team can win the game by killing all of the opposing players, or accomplishing the 
goal for that mission, such as securing an oil pipeline, crossing a bridge, etc. 
 
Though the original role of America’s Army is about the recruitment of young adults, it is also 
possible that we can learn lessons from the game play because its features are based on the real 
world. Furthermore, it can be used as a training tool for combat soldiers to give them virtual 
experience of future battle fields. When we consider these potentials of America’s Army, it is 
meaningful to compare America’s Army and the real world to obtain lessons from its log records 
and to improve it to be used as a useful training tool. 
 

Figure 1 America's Army Game screen shot 

  
 

2.2.2 Previous research on America’s Army Game 
 
After the release of America’s Army, there were a number of research papers published about the 
game. These papers can be divided into two categories: evaluating America’s Army as a tool for 
stimulating recruitment, and as a tool for training inexperienced soldiers. The research done by 
Belanich et al [5] is typical of research on America’s Army’s usefulness as a recruiting tool. 
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Belanich surveys 21 experiment participants about the information presented during the game 
and motivational aspects of the game before and after playing America’s Army. The assessment 
of motivational features suggests that PC-based training games should be designed with attention 
to challenge, realism, control, and opportunities for exploration, and America’s Army should be 
improved in those areas.  Also, the paper written by Nieborg [6] explores four aspects of 
America’s Army: Advergame, the integration of advertising messages in online games; 
Propagame, a strategic communication tool; Edugame, a tool for introducing people to the goals 
and values of the Army; and Test bed & tool dimension, an experimental test bed and tool.   
 
Other researchers have looked at America’s Army as a part of a framework for training soldiers. 
Farrell et al [7] shows how America’s Army has been used at West Point to practice land 
navigation in a virtual environment, but the usage of America’s Army was limited to the test 
environment for the evaluation of cadets, not actual course work. Little research has been 
conducted concerning America’s Army as a training tool which incorporates analysis of the 
game play elements, players’ behavior, and so on. Also, with our best knowledge, there was no 
significant research about comparing America’s Army and UA experiments. 
 
The first America’s Army tech report [3] researched the log record dataset at player level, team 
level, and clan level. Particularly, many statistical methods are applied to discover traits of social 
networks, based on Report-In communication networks, of the winning teams in America’s 
Army. From the research, several commonalities among the top teams were found, and some 
outlying teams were adopting unusual ways to win. Among these traits of the top teams, we 
could see that the received/inflicted damage amount can be predicted by using the ORA 
measures [8] of communication social networks and the high clanishness representing the 
common background among team members is the one of the traits of winning teams. Because the 
UA experiments reveal the importance of communication distance [9] among participants and 
the common background experience and education, we could conjecture there would be some 
similarities between two domains because findings from both analyses are similar. 
 
The second America’s Army tech report [4] could reveal another similarity that couldn’t be 
found in the first tech report. Because we could get the event location coordinates in the second 
tech report, we found out the how the virtual proximity between team members affect the team 
performance. This proximity measure is similar to the physical proximity of the UA experiments 
[10]. Analyses suggested that a team performance would be improved if the team members stay 
closely, and the suggestion corresponds to the UA experiments analysis results that present lower 
physical proximity (closer physical allocation among players) will enhance the team 
performance. Not only these additional findings, but also we did some qualitative comparisons 
between two domains in terms of explanatory variables, performance measures, level of units 
simulated by the experiments, etc.  
 
The America’s Army journal paper [11] analyzed the features of America’s Army to investigate 
its potential value as a training tool for inexperienced soldiers. We looked at the realism of the 
game itself, in terms of how well it corresponds with the real world, and we looked at the 
behavior of high-performing players within the game, to see if the strategies they adopted 
corresponded to the behavior of real soldiers in combat. We analyzed the first and the second log 
record dataset at the same time, and we surveyed previous research about squad-level infantry 
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units to determine how well the two correspond. The realism of America’s Army is verified from 
three viewpoints: weapons, communications, and rules of engagement. The similarities between 
winning players and trained soldiers are investigated in terms of: weapon usage, communication 
usage, and team structure. Comparisons between America’s Army and the real world revealed a 
number of similarities and the actions of winning soldiers and trained soldiers are almost 
identical. Finally, we identify some improvements that would further increase the America’s 
Army game’s usefulness as a training tool.  
 

2.2.3 Collected dataset from America’s Army game 
 
Two datasets were collected from America’s Army game servers. The first dataset is collected 
over 200 servers over the course of 14 days. The second log record data was recorded off of 138 
America’s Army game servers over the course of 23 days. We primarily use the second dataset 
in this paper because it provides the physical location information of every event unlike the first 
dataset. Each line of the log files represents one event recorded by the servers. Every log records 
in the second dataset have three coordinates information representing a point on the 3D. These 
events describe the game statistics, where “game” is the unit for the data analysis. Each game 
contains two types of events: logging events and collection events. The logging events describe 
the teams and the players, the collection events represent actions performed by players. There are 
seven types of events used for the data analysis: 
 

1. Team is initialized 
2. Player enters the team 
3. Weapon is used 
4. Damage caused by the weapon  
5. Communication between the players  
6. Player leaves the team, scores are reported 
7. Team finishes, outcome is recorded 

 
There are always two teams per game playing against each other. A team can have up to 14 
players. The logging event team finishes, outcome is recorded contains information of either the 
team wins or loses the game, as well as the initial and final number of players. The logging event 
Player leaves the team, scores are reported has multiple measures of the performance in the 
game, individual scores: leader score, wins score, objectives score, death score, kills score, ROE 
score, and total score. Aggregate scores can be calculated for the whole team if one aggregates 
the scores of the individual players playing in the team. Similarly, weapon usage and damage can 
be aggregated for the whole team. Some portion of the data files ended abruptly without logical 
ending for the games, which caused some games to miss events of one or more types mentioned 
above. Also, some parts of the dataset caused another parsing problem sporadically. There were 
cases that the location information is not recorded at the end of event log records or location 
information is recorded all zeros. These cases were discarded, too. However, most of the dataset 
was well formed and concrete because it was automatically recorded by game servers.  
 
The social network of a game is created by two heuristics. When it comes to the communication 
social network, the ‘who-talked-after-whom’ heuristic was used (refer to figure 2). When we 
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created the physical social network, we tested two conditions, temporal constrains and physical 
location constraints, with every pair of events and identified edges of the physical social 
network. Below is the detailed description of the two conditions. 
 

• Timing Condition 
1) Calculate the average game length of whole dataset 
2) Assume that the one-tenth of the average game length would be good time frame to 
determine whether two players’ event happened at the same time or not. 
3) Player A’s event time � Player B’s event time  
    Player B’s event time < Player A’s event time + 0.1 X (Average game length) 

 � Player A and Player B acted at the same time. 
 

• Location Condition 
1) Calculate the average scatterness of whole dataset 
2) Assume that the average scatterness would be a good standard distance to cooperate 
together. 
3) Distance(Player A’s event, Player B’s event) < (average scatterness)  

 � Player A and Player B acted at the same place. 
 

Figure 2 How-to construct who-talked-after-whom network with the sequence of communication messages 
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2.3 Unit of Action Experiment Research 
 

2.3.1 What is Unit of Action Experiment? 
 
The Unit of Action (UA) is the unit that will replace the current force battalion in the objective 
force. The objective force [12] means the future army that the current U.S. Army wants to be in 
the future. The UA is the key army organization that is deployable in short time and 
transportable with tactical transport airplanes, so its characteristic will be strategic and 
operational responsiveness, rapid deployment, and ability to change patterns of operations. To 
meet those requirements, the Army has developed the Future Combat Systems (FCS), the 
Unmanned Ground/Air Vehicles (UGV/UAV), the Stryker Infantry Vehicles, the Land Warrior 
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System (LW), etc. Not only the above hardware improvements, but also software and 
organization improvements has been investigated and implemented.  
 
For the organizational improvements, the Command and Control (C2) system of the UA is 
investigated with three experiments, Experiment #1: Ft Leavenworth Kansas, October-2003; 
Experiment #2: Ft Lee Virginia, February-2004; Experiment #3: Ft Knox Kentucky, June-2004, 
and they are the UA experiments. For example, the UA experiment [10] at Ft. Leavenworth KS 
in June 2003 is done with fifty-six army officers for four days. The army officers served as role 
players for an experimental C2 and performed their experimental duty with a computer scenario. 
The role players were brought together specifically for the purpose of conducting this exercise 
and they did not know each other before the experiment.  The experiment participants were 
assigned to a functional cell that consisted of three to eight participants. Each cell gathered and 
analyzed necessary information and entered battlefield actions based on the information and the 
analyses. Because of physical allocation, cell members could talk to the other members, but they 
could not directly communicate with the participants assigned to the other cell. During the 
experiment period, each participant submitted questionnaires asking communication contacts, 
tasks, and information about the previous work, and the questionnaires are used to analyze and 
assess how the experiment went. 
 

Figure 3 Unit of Action experiments 

  
 

2.3.2 Previous research on Unit of Action Experiment 
 
The main stream of the previous research [9, 10, 13] on the UA experiment is the analyses of its 
command and control (C2) structure efficiency. Because the UA experiment has many officers 
cooperating and communicating to each other, well-established C2 has been considered as a key 
to the success of the UA experiment. To evaluate the C2 structure, the UA experiments analyses 
utilized Shared Situation Awareness (SSA), and it has become one of the most convincing 
metrics to measure the C2 efficiency.  
 
Endsley [14] defines that SSA is the degree to which team members possess the same SA on 
shared SA requirements. With the definition, the paper argues three important elements of SSA 
that are Shared Information (SI), SA devices and SA mechanisms. Those elements are carefully 
treated during the UA experiments, so the communication methods and shared information that 
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are relevant to the three elements are collected during the experiments. Additionally, this paper 
introduces Team SA processes and the differences in the processes of effective teams and 
ineffective ones. The introduction of the Team SA processes influenced the UA experiments 
settings and their analyses. 
 
After Endsley’s introduction of SSA, there were discussions about it in military communities. 
Among many papers discussing it, Nofi [15] tried to build a way to measure SSA in a team. In 
the paper, he said that it is possible to compose a systematic definition and to develop objective 
approaches to studying the process by which SSA arises. However, he failed to show any 
specific formula or evaluation methodology for SSA. On the other hand, Graham [16] 
experimented the efficiency of the UA C2 structure for three times, and the series of experiments 
are the UA experiments that we are discussing in this paper. Because the experiments used SSA 
as a performance measure, he could discover important elements of SSA through the analyses of 
the experiments. First, Graham et al [9] discovered there are evident links between SSA and 
social network distance, physical distance. In the paper, he did a regression analysis with 
physical distance and social network distance against the mental model congruence that is related 
to the SSA. He could see that the two variables can be predictors for it. After the research, he 
wrote a dissertation [16] based on the three UA experiments and measuring SSA of the 
experiments. In the dissertation, he derived three explanatory variables, physical distance, social 
network distance and background similarity, from prior research papers. Then, he proposes a 
statistical way to calculate the SSA with these three variables. The UA experiment information 
we are using in this paper largely comes from his dissertation, and the SSA measure in this paper 
follows his definition and calculation formula. 
 

2.3.3 Collected dataset from UA experiments 
 
Three UA experiments are done for the investigation of UA’s command and control structure. 
The three experiments are Experiment #1: Ft Leavenworth Kansas, October- 2003; Experiment 
#2: Ft Lee Virginia, February-2004; Experiment #3: Ft Knox Kentucky, June-2004. Due to the 
circumstances of the experiments, there are no experimental and control groups. Only one or two 
UA command posts are simulated in each experiment by experienced army officers. After the 
simulation is started, it is periodically stopped to collect observations from the participants of the 
experiment. Technically, the data collection was done by a computer program. The automated 
self-report collection system was executed every 60-90 minutes during the simulation, and the 
simulation was frozen until all the responses were collected. The self-report somewhat resembles 
to the NASA TLX form (refer to figure 4), but we collected more data than the NASA TLX form 
specifies. For example, we could construct a social network between participants based on the 
frequency of coordination that is collected from the participants’ responses. 
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Figure 4 Workload Questionnaire Administered During the Fort Leavenworth Exercise 

 
 
2.4 Brief comparison of America’s Army and UA experiments 
 
In the previous tech reports, the UA experiments [3, 4] are briefly compared to the America’s 
Army game. (Refer to Table 1) First, the sizes and levels of the simulated military units are 
different. America’s Army is a simulation for squad unit consisted of one to fourteen members. 
UA experiments simulate brigade/battalion level command posts consisted of over fifty army 
officers. Because the types of units are different, the information and the action that participants 
face are different. The events and the actions in America’s Army are dynamic and changing, and 
those in the UA experiments are stable and well formed. 
 
However, there are still similarities between two experiments. Because both simulations deal 
with the social network analysis, ORA measures [8] could be applied to evaluate and extract the 
attribute of the social network for each experiment trial. Also, measurement for unity of unit and 
congruence of the knowledge might be good measures for the social network. Not only the 
similarities in explanatory variables, but also the effort to predict the performance measures of 
both domains would be a good similarity. Furthermore, the possibility that we can predict 
performance measures in both domains with similar explanatory variables emphasizes there are 
similar aspects in being successful in both experiments and it also might be possible to apply 
insights obtained from one domain to the other domain. 
 

Table 1 The brief summary of basic features of the America's Army game and the Unit of Action experiments 

 America’s Army UA experiments 
Size/Level of Unit Squad level soldiers Brigade level staff officers 

Performance measures Received/Inflicted Shared Situation Awareness 
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Damage, winning/losing 

Explanatory variables 
for the performance 
measures 

ORA measures of social 
network among soldiers 
/ Clannishness 

Physical distance, social distance, and 
background similarities 

Can performance 
measure be predicted by 
explanatory variables? 

Yes Yes 

 
2.5 Brief comparison of similar measures 
 
The performance measure of the UA experiments is SSA, and SSA is calculated from three 
inputs: agent-to-agent interaction/communication; agent-to-agent physical proximity; and agent-
to-agent socio-demographic similarity. In America’s Army, three measures that are similar to 
above three inputs were also calculated.  
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Above SSA calculation formula shows that the increment of the three variables, 
interaction/communication, physical proximity, social demographic similarity, will increase the 
SSA. Also, it was commonly believed that the higher SSA will result the positive outcomes of 
the UA experiment. In America’s Army, the higher frequency of Report-In is one of the most 
noticeable characteristics of the winning teams. Also, the lower scatterness (higher physical 
proximity in virtual space) is one of the other characteristics of the winning teams. Finally, the 
higher clanishness can be seen in the winning teams. Therefore, when we consider the above 
similarities, we can speculate that the winning team in America’s Army might have higher SSA 
than the losing teams have. Thus, with the similar requirements of high performance in both 
domains, we would be able to conclude that SSA would be good performance measure not only 
for the UA experiments, but also for America’s Army. 
 

Table 2 The summary of comparisons between America's Army team measures and the UA experiment SSA 
calculation inputs 

America’s Army statistical result SSA inputs 
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Number of communication (Number of Report-In) interaction/communication 

Scatterness physical proximity 
Clanishness socio-demographic similarity 

 
2.6 Overview of differences in America’s Army and UA experiments 
 
First of all, it should be noted that the UA experiments are for higher layer military command 
and control structure such as battalion/brigade command posts, and America’s Army is the 
simulation for the most bottom layer military unit such as special force squads and army squads. 
Therefore, the numbers and the attributes of interacting agents are very different from each other. 
For example, while the participants of the UA experiments rely on more stable, well-organized 
information, the America’s Army gamers, on the other hand, face dynamic, changing 
information for virtual combats between their own squad and an enemy squad. What the UA 
role-players should decide are plans and reactions to particular situation, and what the America’s 
Army gamers should plan are moving their avatars in a virtual battlefield and shooting their 
virtual weapons. The intrinsic differences of layers and tasks in both domains make them 
incomparable in some sense. 
 
Furthermore, both experiments adopt different types of performance measure: winning, scores 
defined by the Army and received/inflicted damage for America’s Army and shared situation 
awareness (SSA) for the UA experiments. Because America’s Army is an on-line game, every 
movement and activity players do can be recorded and scored by a system. Therefore, 
determining which team wins, how much a player received shooting, etc are very obvious, and 
those measures can be easily used as performance measures. However, in the UA experiments, it 
is quite hard to track all the action role-players make, and it is also difficult to assess the role-
players performance. Therefore, the SSA based on the questionnaires completed by the 
participants would be one of the possible performance measures we can obtain. 
 
Finally, the collected datasets are different. In America’s Army, every action and communication 
will be recorded by a computer program, so we can get well formed datasets for every action 
players make. Every record for an action includes virtual location of the action, so it is easy to 
analyze its physical factors. On the contrary, the UA experiments are done in the real world. 
Therefore, we cannot have an automatically recorded log like the America’s Army dataset. All 
we obtain from them are questionnaires collected after a certain phase or an action is done. Thus, 
there are intrinsic differences between two datasets. 
 

3 Key measures 
 
3.1 Comparison of explanatory variables 
 
We first compare the used explanatory variables in the two analyses. In table 3, we divided the 
variables in five categories. Due to the focus on the social network, both analyses include social 
network measures such as average distance, in/out degree centralizations, span of control, etc. It 
is also noticeable that both created social networks in two perspectives: communication and 
physical location. The network measures are calculated by ORA with the two social networks for 
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each domain. Additionally, measures for background and experience similarities are considered 
as variables. Clanishness strong means the ratio of same clan members out of team members, and 
clanishness weak implies that the ratio of clan participating members out of team members. 
These clanishness measures resemble to the status similarity and organization similarity.  
 
On the contrary, there are variables that are calculated only in America’s Army analysis. They 
are mainly resource related variables. We conjecture that this resource related measures were 
easy to calculate because America’s Army provided a log record that is detailed and well formed. 
For the UA experiments, it is recommendable to analyze these resource related variables in 
future analysis if possible. For instance, the numbers of information experienced officer, 
operation experienced officer, used resources for the operation, etc will give us valuable insights 
for the UA experiments. 
 

Table 3 Comparison of explanatory variables in the two analyses 

Category America’s Army UA experiments 
Communication network level 
measures (by ORA) 

Communication network level 
measures (by ORA) 

Number of Report-In Social network distance 
Number of Commo.  

Communication 

Number of Normal Comm.  
Movement network level 
measures  (by ORA) 

Physical location network 
level measures  (by ORA) Movement (Physical location) 

Scatterness Physical Proximity 
Clanishness strong Status Similarity Background 
Clanishness weak Organization Similarity 

Experience Average experience Command Experience 
Similarity 

Number of weapon types  
Number of weapon fire  
Heavy weapon presence  

Resource 

Medic presence  
 
3.2 Comparison of dependent variables 
 
The performance variables in the two analyses are quite different from each other. America’s 
Army has more than ten performance variables. Winning, total score, leader score, etc are 
already specified in the given dataset, and received damage amount, inflicted damage amount, 
survival ratio, and kill ratio are calculated based on the dataset. New score is the overall score 
that gets input from some of the given scores and some of the calculated measures. The below 
formula is the formula for new score calculation. 
 

players)tio(enemy_survive_ra*a8  )ly_playerstio(friendsurvive_ra*a7  score_roe*a6                            
   sscore_kill*a5 h score_deat*a4  score_goal*a3  score_wins*a2 er score_lead*a1  a0  New_score

+++
+++++=
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The performance measure in the UA experiments is SSA. Unlike the dependent variables in the 
America’s Army analysis, the SSA is calculated from the explanatory variables. It is 
questionable that whether a performance measure should be calculated based on log records 
directly or it should rely on the explanatory variables setup by the analysis. However, because 
there is no automatic event log record in the UA experiments, it seems that SSA is good 
alternative way to measure the efficiency of the UA experiments. 
 

Table 4 Comparison of dependent variables (performance variables) in the two analyses 

Category America’s Army  UA experiments 
Winning  
Total score  
Leader score  
Wins score  
Goal score  
Death score  
Kills score  

Performance measure existing 
in the datasets 

ROE score  
Received Damage  
Inflicted Damage  
Survival Ratio  

Performance measures 
calculated with the datasets 

Kill Ratio  
Overall performance measures New score Shared Situation Awareness 
 

4 Comparison between the America’s Army and the UA experiment 
 
4.1 Comparison of results 
 
Considering the similarities between two research domains, we tried to compare the regression 
analysis result on the performance measures in both domains more extensively. Unlike the UA 
experiments have one performance measure, Shared Situation Awareness (SSA), the AA 
analysis has multiple performance measures, so we choose winning as a performance measure by 
setting winning as one and losing as zero for the comparison because it is the most fundamental 
performance measure of the AA analysis. Table 5 shows two regression analysis results came 
from the AA analysis of the second data set and the 2003 UA experiment held at Ft. 
Leavenworth. According to the R-squares, approximately 20% of the UA performance measure 
can be predicted, and 7% of the AA performance measure can be explained. More importantly, 
we could see some tendencies by comparing coefficients between two regressions. For example, 
organization, status and command experience similarity in the UA experiments is similar to 
clanishness strong in the AA analysis; social network distance to the frequency of various types 
of communication; and physical proximity to inversed virtual space proximity. Also the 
matching variables have same tendencies in terms of the coefficients. Higher back ground 
similarity, closer social/communication network distance and closer role-players allocation will 
be preferable to increase the performance measure in both domains. According to these same 
tendencies in the coefficients of the regression analyses, we could see that some guidelines, such 
as close and frequent communication activity, close unit location and similar role-player 
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backgrounds, to be successful in America's Army can be applied to the UA experiments, and 
vice versa. Furthermore, with these similar tendencies in both domains that are different in 
hierarchical layers, size of organization, and task/objectives of organization, we might be able to 
conjecture that those tendencies might be fundamental ways to improve military organization 
performance. However, we could not compare the standardized coefficients from both domains. 
Thus, it may not be possible to order the influence power of each coefficient, but still we can 
compare the sign of a coefficient because the standardized coefficient will have the same sign of 
the un-standardized coefficient. 
 

Table 5 Two regression analyses from the UA experiment done at Ft. Leavenworth in 2003 and America's 
Army second data set 

 UA Experiment  AA Analysis  
Variable Category Variable estimate Variable estimate 
Intercept Intercept 0.460 intercept 0.406 
Time Flow Session -0.005   
Physical location Physical Proximity -0.181 Virtual space proximity 0.008 

Social Network 
Distance -0.070 Num. of ReportIn  0.250 

  Num. of Commo 0.116 Comm. level 

  Num. of Normal comm -0.131 
Status Similarity 0.044 Clanishness strong 0.045 
Organization Similarity 0.031   Background/Expe

rience Similarity Command Experience 
Similarity 0.023     

 r-squared 0.200 r-squared 0.297 
 
Not only the similarities between the regression analysis results in America’s Army and the UA 
experiments, some other analyses results correspond to each other. We summarize the similar 
analyses results in table 6. We could find five similar aspects: operation, cell/team composition, 
communication style, background/experience similarity, communication trends when a cell/team 
is immature.  
 

• Operation: Inherently, the Unit of Action experiments emphasize how to coordinate 
operations among officers, so it is quite obvious that each cell has its own plans and 
operational components. On the other hand, as a squad level simulation, America’s Army 
demands tactical plans and decisions from teams. When we consider that the teams 
having high clanishness measure do well in the games, we conjecture that they discuss 
those tactical plans and decisions in advance as clan members. 

• Cell/team composition: Each cell of the UA experiments has three to eight assigned 
officers and they should operate properly as a specific role-player. Therefore, it is quite 
natural that officers having knowledge about the role would do better than other officers 
who have no previous experience. Also, it is confirmed that there are medic specialized 
top players in America’s Army, and they pick their career path from the beginning and 
keep selecting the medic role. 
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• Communication Style: During the UA experiments, there is a CUB that gives cells a 
chance to organize their Report-Ins, and it is identified that the after CUB the UA 
performance improves. The winning teams of America’s Army do send out Report-In 
frequently, and we could see some specific Report-In network shapes adopted by the top 
teams. 

• Background/experience similarity: The officers of a UA cell have to spend some time to 
maximize their performance. This time might give them opportunities to know each 
other’s working style and specialties. The winning teams of America’s Army show high 
clanishness. It means that teams having many team members in a same clan do better 
than other teams. 

• Communication trends when a cell/team is immature: At the start of the UA experiments, 
the experiment participants interact to know each other’s role, task, and knowledge. 
When an America’s Army team has low clanishness, the team might spend more time on 
Normal communication that is similar to verbal communication to coordinate their plans 
and know each other’s play style. 

 

Table 6 Five similar analysis results of America's Army and the Unit of Action experiments 

 Unit Of Action experiments America’s Army games 
Operation A cell has a strong planning 

and operational component. 
If a team has a plan for game 
play, it is likely to be discussed 
beforehand: predominantly 
operational – planning is offline 
(possibly in clans) 

Cell/Team composition Cells where specialized 
functions (e.g., medical or 
intel) were played by 
inexperienced personnel  
- Had lower shared situation 
awareness 
- Had lower performance 

Teams where specialized 
functions (e.g., medical) were 
played by inexperienced 
personnel 
- Had lower estimated situation 
awareness 
- Had lower performance 
 

Communication Style Over time the unit 
performance and shared 
situation awareness dropped 
until a CUB was held at which 
the commander discussed the 
situation and what was 
important and sought 
information from each unit 
lead.  Then performance 
improved.  There was no 
organized report in for all units 
prior to this meeting where 
they had to listen to each 
other’s reports. 

Over time teams that had 
regular organized report in 
- Had higher estimated situation 
awareness 
- Had higher performance 
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Background/Experience 
Similarity 

Unit has to work together for a 
while before they exhibit high 
performance 

Teams with more members who 
have played together before or 
were in same clan exhibit high 
performance 

Communication trends 
when a cell/team is 
immature 

Initial interaction is all about 
trying to understand each 
other’s roles 

Teams with inexperienced 
players spend time in dialogs 
learning about other’s roles – 
much dialog may also be 
occurring offline or through 
clans. 

 
4.2 Comparison of recommendations 
 
There is a common goal between America’s Army game analyses and the UA experiment result 
analyses: obtaining insights of how a military unit is organized and what the enhanced future 
organization is. To pursue the objective, both analyses have used social network analysis 
approaches very extensively, and the research methodology induced a similar research process. 
First, we constructed social networks based on the given data, do statistical analyses of the social 
networks and their network measures, and make implications based on the analyses results.  
 
Each UA experiment produces one social network having all the experiment participants. By 
analyzing the social network, we investigate who knows more, who acts more, and who the 
important actors are. Figure 5 shows a typical social network obtained from the UA experiment 
done at Ft. Leavenworth in 2003. As the figure represents, we can identify who key leaders/weak 
contributors/boundary spanners are. Furthermore, we can observe the dynamically changing 
social network and evaluate how much the unit has situation understanding at certain moments. 
These are the general analysis procedure from the viewpoint of dynamic social network. By 
using these analysis results, we can enhance the SSA of a unit by restructuring and reconfiguring 
the unit. 
 

Figure 5 A social network and a graph showing dynamic change of the UA experiment at Ft. Leavenworth in 
2003 

  
 
America’s Army game research deals with not one social network but over hundreds of 
thousands social networks because each team has its own social network unlike the UA 
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experiment analysis. The social network of an America’s Army team is very small compared to 
that of the UA experiments, and it does not record or analyze the temporal changes in the 
networks. However, the most fundamental goal of the America’s Army research is finding the 
optimal team structures and the traits of the top/winning teams, and this goal is somewhat similar 
to the goal of the UA experiment analyses. Therefore, like the UA experiments, we also do some 
network analyses on the given social network of the America’s Army teams and found out some 
implications to enhance the performance of a team by reorganizing the team structure and 
reconfiguring the team.  
 

Figure 6 A social network from a team in the first America’s Army data set and a recommended squad 
structure based on statistical/social network analyses 

  
 
When we compare two implications of two projects, we can find some interesting issues for the 
future research. First, the current UA experiment analysis does not produce an ideal social 
network that can perform very well in that domain unlike the America’s Army research, so we 
might consider a research that aims making an ideal communication social network model for the 
UA experiment. Second, when we remind that a cell of a UA consists of three to eight officers, 
the network size corresponds to the network size of the America’s Army research. It is quite 
obvious that the communication dynamic of a cell of a UA should also be investigated, so the 
America’s Army research method can be used to analyze the social network of the cell. 
 

5 Recommendation for further analyses 
 
It is very important to optimize an organizational structure to enhance its performance. In 
America’s Army, our major research goal was capturing good team designs that can outperform 
other team structures. America’s Army analysis suggested a framework that can do 1) calculates 
a team performance, 2) represents a team structure based on event log records, 3) clusters top 
team organizational structures, and 4) visualize recommendable organizational structure. Of 
course, the UA experiments have different aspects, so we cannot directly apply guidelines from 
America’s Army to them. However, it is possible to apply the research framework of America’s 
Army to the UA experiment analyses, and obtain recommendations, such as optimal 
organizational structure for the UA experiments. Thus, we suggest following improvements for 
the UA experiment to apply the America’s Army analysis framework to the UA experiments. 
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The optimal structures from America’s Army analysis have the credibility to some extent 
because they are obtained by analyzing the top 1000 teams out of 150,000 teams. On the other 
hand, we cannot make such an optimal structure for UA experiments if we have small number of 
experiment logs. Thus, it is recommendable to repeat the UA experiments more and record their 
communications in detail. With more UA experiments, we will be able to utilize other statistical 
analysis methods to obtain valuable insights for its success. 
 
Because America’s Army is a computer game, it can record every communication messages. 
However, the UA experiments do not record all the communication messages and do not specify 
types of messages, such as acknowledgement, Report-In, normal communication, etc. It is 
revealed that different communication types contribute team performance differently in 
America’s Army. Therefore, it would be useful to record communication message frequencies 
and types during a UA experiment and analyze them as we did in America’s Army. 
 
Also, we should make more performance measures for UA experiments. America’s Army 
analysis uses four performance measures mainly, such as received damage, inflicted damage, 
new score and winning. We conjecture that UA experiments might setup more performance 
measures and record them, i.e. response time, overall score and event outcome.  
 

6 Conclusion and Discussion 
 
America’s Army game and Unit of Action experiments are simulations of military units though 
they target different levels of them. America’s Army is a simulation for a squad level military 
organization. Each team of the game consists of one to fourteen players, and the game lets the 
players experience what will happen in a real battlefield. On the other hand, the UA experiments 
simulate the brigade/battalion level command and control structure with over fifty army officers. 
Because America’s Army is a virtual game, its software can figure out how much a team scored 
and which team won. The UA experiments were done in the real world, so we have to rely on 
questionnaires to evaluate the workload and the SSA.  
 
Furthermore, the America’s Army analysis result may not directly applicable to the UA 
experiments. First, the team size of America’s Army is much smaller than that of the UA 
experiments. Many network level measures used in the social network analysis may be sensitive 
to its network size. Second, the organization dynamics in America’s Army teams and the UA 
experiments are different. We conjecture that an organization may prefer different organizational 
structures if it faces different situation and consists of different types of role players. Besides of 
the two difficulties, numbers of experiment trials, contents of the datasets, difference in the 
performance measures make it difficult to apply insights from one domain to the other. 
 
However, we can see a fundamental similarity between these simulations because the research of 
both these domains reveals that configuring and organizing the unit and the team are important in 
enhancing their performance. Specifically, explanatory variables for performance measures in 
both domains are equivalent. In both analyses, the social network measures, 
background/experience similarity and physical proximity are major factors in explaining and 
analyzing the performance of a team or a unit. Furthermore, the same analysis methodology is 
applied to both domains. For example, regression analyses are done with similar explanatory 
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variables and performance variables. The results of the regression analyses are similar for 
America’s Army and UA. We can see that equivalent explanatory variables affect the 
performance measures of each domain similarly. Frequent communication helps to increase the 
SSA in the UA experiments and may lead to winning in America’s Army. High 
background/experience similarity enhances the SSA and the winning ratio. So does close 
physical allocation. 
 
Despite of the similar analysis methods and results, the two investigations suggest different 
recommendations, and we think future UA experiments will give us more significant insights by 
proposing an optimal UA C2 structure. So far, the UA experiments concentrated on formulating 
a systematic way of measuring the SSA, and it was successful. According to Graham’s 
dissertation [16], the SSA evaluation formula is made and tested with three UA experiments. 
Therefore, we may focus on creating optimal UA C2 structures based on the SSA evaluation 
formula in future analyses. First, we will evaluate each UA C2 structure based on the SSA. 
Second, we find ideal network level measures from the evaluation: we can average the network 
level measures of several top UA C2 structures. Finally, we reconstruct an optimal UA C2 
structures based on the averaged network level measures. This procedure is used in America’s 
Army, and it may also be applicable to the UA experiments because both are dealing with social 
network information of both domains. 
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